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FLAMMABLE INFLAMMABLE
This catalogue developed from an email dialogue between Walter and me.
Habitually, I don't discuss an exhibition with the artist before writing. That way, I
record what I experience rather than reporting what the artist already knows.
Because we didn't have the time to indulge my disposition, and I was unable to see
the works in the flesh, we decided to send our thoughts and images back and forth
electronically. Walter could tell me if I was getting warm or cold-he coined this
exchange the bound and rebound method. What follows is an essay supplemented by
some of his descriptions, thoughts and gentle suggestions. The italicized voice is his
and the other is mine, but, because of our method, there is a fair bit of slippage.
Walter's generosity has made this a richer meditation than it would have been if I
were writing alone.
I hope my comments help. I, too, feel like I need to heed your title and be, perhaps, more reluctant
to disturb your process. It sounds like this process is unusual for you. I hope you're not feeling like
these replies are stepping on your toes.
Then again, you did ask for it
reluctant disturbances
Walter May collects dying tools: hammers, pitchforks, a grindstone. He also rescues
other nearly worn out things: a dented metal office table, an old propane tank, a
trough, barrels. All are prosaic, used objects offered at second-hand sales in the
hopes of squeezing out a final year of utility. The articles are functional and plain.
Lacking the charm of collectables or even kitsch, they are not faded belles but
injured and semi-retired bachelor labourers.
Once liberated, the unprepossessing collection sits in his studio, incubating.
Eventually, the items join his imagination to become mental objects yearning for a
way to rhyme with the world.
Over the years, things become parts and parts wholes-strange, seemingly purposeful
contraptions that are at once themselves and ideas, or settled feelings. Through his
singular labour mere things become extra ordinary. May's studio is a chamber for
rebirth where the discarded and distressed are rehabilitated to enjoy a new life
beyond utility, as symbols.
How do I accumulate materials, objects and notions?
It is as if everything is at a distance, and that there is some contemplation, and perhaps even a
reluctance to disturb things. Quite often I need to deliberate for a long time before I can convince
myself that the way I wish to alter an object will result in a new thing with a resonance that is at
least equal to the old one. One's hope is that it will be more, mean more,
than it was before.

Some artists are compelled to occupy space, to leave their mark, and alter the world
with noisy, expansive and permanent signatures. Others, like May, are observers who
pass through the world content only to disturb it when absolutely necessary. Poets
rather than architects, such artists are salvagers who take things as they are and
through inconspicuous but thoughtful labour imagine them otherwise. They spruce
up existing but ruined forms and intuit new relations. They reveal the material
poetry veiled by overlooking.
While they do take up space, May's assemblages seem contingent, as if they could
easily be dissembled and the uncharmed fragments returned to the flea markets and
garage sales. They appear temporary and unauthored-egoless. They flash before the
mind like an idea, a possibility, an arrested thought, an observation. They are not so
much things as relations. While their compositions feel right, even inevitable, the
viewer, like the artist, often feels that it could be further rearranged. These
constructions invite us to detect the nascent beauty asleep in the abandoned, and
our own potential to discover value and to subtly disturb the received world.
Operating procedures?
I try to get around and see things. I travel a bit, I go to the country fairly regularly. I visit museums,
galleries, antique stores, pawn shops, second-hand stores, junkyards, the mall, and, on occasion, I see
something that strikes me as curious, that captures my attention. It might be because of some
quality in its making or material or design; occasionally because I feel that it carries a meaning or
can act as a symbol for something that interests me. I obtain these things and take them to the
studio where they wait. At some later date they may become part of a piece, perhaps because of a
connection to some other objects, or because my awareness catches up to them.
Sometimes it's a long wait. I collected the rack for "A Display of Forks", perhaps seven or eight
years ago from Ivan Noble's farm near Cremona. Yet, it was only a couple of years ago that I
envisioned the finished piece. Collecting the pitchforks and determining the other components took
two years. Only last Thursday, I convinced myself that the Plexiglas on the barrels should give way
to a sheet of 1/4" thick glass. I'm not telling you this because it was difficult, it's just that certain
pieces seem to require a great deal more gestation than others.
"A Display of Forks" is centered on this strange sheet-metal construction that must have been used
as a display device in a service station. Along the bottom edge of the curved top piece there is barely
legible text that seems to be associated with Gulf Oil.
I chose to fill the upper slots with pitchforks that extend down towards a dozen teacups placed in
the corresponding divots in the base of the fixture. The pitchfork handles come close, but never
actually meet the teacups. By the way, there is a cunning system to hold the forks in place-thought
you'd want to know. The teacups are English bone china and all have a floral emblem. No saucers.
The whole works is set upon two, strapped together, plastic barrels which support a four-foot square,
5/8" thick piece of Plexi.
Without going into it too much, "A Display of Forks" seems to have something to do with promises

and desires, and the precariousness of it all. It appears that there is more potential for narrative
than in some of the other works, but I also think there's more allusion here than there is any
kind of conclusion or direction.
"A Display of Forks" reminds me of Marcel Duchamp's Large Glass. It is a desire
machine. Sensitive petaled receptacles long to be nourished by phallic handles, or,
are they elongated nipples? Or, pitchfork lightening rods conduct spiritual energy to
receptive vessels that lead to a pair of big storage batteries/barrels. Or, inelegant
forks are fanned in pathetic imitation of a peacock. The apparatus is primed for
spiritual, sexual or emotional fulfillment. But, contact between supply and demand
never happens. This well-oiled (frustration) machine is perpetual preparedness,
yearning without consummation.
Maybe.
May's combines are like sentences or stories. There are nouns and verbs, characters
and action. There are also beginnings and middles, but no certain ends. The parts
do not add up to a definite whole. Even the artist admits that "there's more allusion
here than there is any kind of conclusion or direction." Where does that leave us? With a
thing that displays a certain attitude toward the world, one that does not like to
direct, to illustrate, to prove or proscribe, but, rather, prefers to hint, characterize,
and provide a poetic equivalent for the unarticulated but deeply known. "A Display
of Forks" might resonant with one viewer's dysfunctional romantic relationship or
inability to attract the right kind of love. Another could find a pastoral narrative,
the daily routine shared by a farmer and his wife. Someone else may see this as antiRomantic, a bathetic display of the mechanics of desire. Or, perhaps it is an
illustration of the idea that even the most self-contained being or machine requires
an outside source of energy.
May is compelled to construct meaningful things from found objects-meaningful,
but not meanings. His assemblages are only as full of meaning as we wish to
project into their receptive forms. On their own, they are oddly magnetizing
aesthetic structures. With our participation, they can also sound with the stories of
our lives.
"Shell Game" is a metal office table, circa 1950, restored to the best of my ability with body filler
(for the dents), and acrylic enamel auto spray paint. A layer of sifted wood ash covers thirteen
aquatic snail shells collected from a reflecting pond at the English estate where I did my workshop
last summer. A number of 6" diameter wooden salad bowls that have been sandblasted to give
them a dry look are organized under the table.
Unlike many artists who work with found things, May is not making environmental
statements or critiquing consumer culture. Nor is he pleasuring in nostalgia. While
he occasionally discovers romance in damage, decay, rust and old paint, he is less
likely to preserve such character than he is to strip, fill and repaint it. These actions

are not so much restoration as a means to reveal an essential character, a significant
form unfussed by detail. It is not the character of an object he is
discovering/creating, but an abstract, authentic value that unites things to a feeling.
May searches for refugees from the world, things whose material meanings are
fading with age and neglect, but objects that have the potential for transformation.
I picture him wandering through garage sales and flea markets, taking soundings
like a tuning fork, waiting for sympathetic vibrations. When the pitch harmonizes
with some thing, however unlikely, it is faint but true. Clearly, fine-tuning will be
required before there is music. This labour ranges from intensive repairs to simple
recomposing. The hope is that the refined and orchestrated objects will resound
with the internal states of the viewer. The maker, in tune with himself and the
world, can make a harmony from any dissonance.
The motif of the shallow void recurs in "Shell Game". The dozens of wooden bowls,
like Fork's teacups, are empty receptacles. The snail shells, too, are deserted vessels.
This juxtaposition suggests that the bowls are waiting for, or have been deprived of,
significant contents. Perhaps they are placed in anticipation of falling snails. Though
absurd, "Shell Game" is not just comic. It disturbs like a name on the tip of the tongue.
I have the feeling that I know something about this. A literal aspect of my mind
wants to relate the ash to the images of 9/11/2001. More generally, it could refer
to any unhousing disaster.
The table without a chair is like an altar; the bowls may be arranged for a ritualistic
function; the snail shells could be symbols of transformation, of leaving the mortal
shell; and the ash may signify time, "ashes to ashes." I want to read most of May's
work in the memento mori tradition, as contemplations of mortality and death. There
may be hope for an afterlife, or not-the sculpture is an empty vessel receptive of
our speculations.
Just another note: the shoes in the "Braziers Staircase" installation are also empty
vessels.
This piece originated at the Braziers Workshop, on a much smaller enameled table
with more snails. This was about 3 weeks before 9/11. I know the ash seems to
connect to that (I feel it too), but I think you're much closer with the memento mori
reference and the recognition that the bowls play a role. I see them acting as a symbol
of a kind of poverty-dry, empty, endless, and at the bottom of much suffering.
In their present position, they are poised to collect any scraps.
Nearly everything May chooses, and most of his assemblages, are symmetrical, an
effort to balance. They are also tonal rather than colourful. What colour there is
usually the raw property of the materials: metal, wood, ash. If painted, the paint is a
tone: silver, black, or white. His scraping and painting and burning are suggestive,
not of decoration, but a need to reduce detail and emphasize form, to abstract and
purify.

The formal language suggests that these objects are to be contemplated. They are
subdued and sober and constructed with such care that we can be certain that
everything has been considered, and is considered essential. But, they are also absurd.
The fine balance between these seeming opposites is their charm. It is the integrity
of the vision-the abiding sense that this is playful work taken seriously-that keeps
the viewer engaged.
the meaning of a ruined tool
Every made thing is impressed by the desires of its designer. Even machined objects
express their time and place, a utilitarian motive, an engineer's elegant solution, a
crafter's flourish-all are connected to a specific currency. Used and broken things
have the added element of not just time but incident, a history of use and abuse. A
thing with a history is humanized. And when it has its nascent metaphor drawn out
(this is May's method), it stands as not only itself but as an aspect of the human
condition.
"KnockOut" is a row of a 105 variously sized hammers hung by their claws so their
heads face forward. The handles are charred but none are completely incinerated.
They would be comic if they were not so poignant. It is difficult not to
anthropomorphize. They recall a line-up, a tier of bodies. The scorching caused the
handles of several to wrench, giving the assembly a slight irregularity, even
personality. We can imagine the burning process; how the shafts twisted with the
heat, as if in pain. Hammers are usually displayed in profile. Having them face
forward implies witness. Our gaze hits theirs head on-so to speak.
Even without the burning, this is not a utilitarian display; it is a collection. But what
sort? Most contemporary hammers have metal or fiberglass handles. A column of
wooden-handled hammers looks nostalgic. The burning only emphasizes their
vulnerability and waning popularity.
There are mere tools and there are tools that gradually wear to the worker's body-as
the worker's body also conforms to his trade. As a wooden-handled tool is patinaed
by the sweat and oil of their partner's hands; so, too, the worker is specifically
muscled to match his business. The "KnockOut" hammers exaggerate this relationship:
if you held one, your hand would be stained by the powder of its body, and the body
would crumble closer to its demise. There is, here, an expression of longing for an
authentic relationship to tools and what they symbolize.
I think the stained hand observation is astute. I tend to think of it more cynically;
anytime one picks up a tool they risk "getting their hands dirty." I think this has to do
with unintended consequences of our constructive disturbances. Perhaps an
awareness of this may lead to "reluctant disturbances" which might also be described
as trying to be careful.
The burning also raises interesting philosophical and aesthetic questions: "Is a

burned hammer still a hammer?" "Is a hammer (or any thing) only art once its utility
has been destroyed?"
In "Being and Time", the philosopher Martin Heidegger explains that we only realize the
full nature of a tool when it breaks down. When it works, a tool is invisible, it is
ready-to-hand, it conforms to its function; it is part of an (almost) unconscious
action. A broken tool isn't itself, but the new nature isn't easy to determine. We have
to examine and rehearse the tool in its old ways to determine the nature of the
damage. Such rehearsal awakens the tool to our consciousness. A tool, then reveals
itself not only as a thing, but a set of relations. If a tool is invisible and this new
thing is conspicuous, such a thing is no longer a tool. The hammer becomes
symbolic by surviving destruction.
When we are in the midst of surviving physical, spiritual or emotional distress, and
have the presence of mind to experience our experience-"as if at a distance"-at that
moment we are most aware of the I and the not-I.
The predominant mood of Walter May's work is melancholic. In art, this
temperament has been expressed by the skull and sad figures contemplating the
futility of life. The idea is that too much thinking on the meaning of life will result in
inaction, often signified by the abandoned tools of labour, art and science. This is
not just a biological or chemically-based depression, but the case of a sensitive
person who is suspended in existential agony because he or she is conscious of the
insolubility of life's big questions-usually issues that ultimately pit materialism against
metaphysics, where the answer must favour one paradigm over the other and leave
the solution haunted by doubts. That I find this in this work may simply be my
projection (I have no idea if May is so inclined), but abandoned tools are everywhere
here, and those tools that could function are disabled by fire or are held in suspense.
Perhaps the best articulation of this mood is in the work with the flammable
inflammable theme.
everything is fuel
The show will be called "Flammable Inflammable" and makes reference to fuel, as has
some of my previous work. There's both fuel and the residue of fuel in the work, but I'll
leave that to you to sort out.
The exhibition title is a peculiarly Mayish joke that tripped me up. Later in this essay,
I offer a short list of binaries. Originally, I included flammable inflammable. To which
Water gently replied: just a note-flammable and inflammable are actually not opposites,
they are two words that both mean the same thing, but sound like they should be
opposites. I must have been asleep!
However, on second thought, while they are equivalent, the Oxford English
Dictionary has only a tiny entry for flammable and quite a large one for inflammable.
Though synonymous, the latter has numerous associations the former lacks.

Flammable means able to set on fire. Inflammable is the same, but includes fire-like
sensations in the body-inflammation. There are also ancient associations with
passion and even spiritual stimulation.
Like his title, each of his works can be taken literally and poetically. On one hand,
these are things about their thinginess and about their relation to people. On the
other hand, they are people, concrete metaphors for the human body and the self.
Flammable Inflammable: we are subject to the fires of the world from without
and within. Despite their calm exteriors, these works are inflamed from within.
"The Grindstone" is centered on a grinding wheel that would be used for sharpening
chisels, axes, knives, etc. that has been built into a pedal-powered sawhorse device. I have
burnt half of the object so that it is quite fragile, and whitewashed the other half. I found the
whitewash to be quite interesting as paint. It is the consistency of milk, goes on clear but
when it dries leaves a residue of lime that has a kind of furry texture. All of this is,
of course, quite difficult to see as I have enclosed the wheel in a glass box constructed
from wire-reinforced glass. The glass' inner surface is cast in such a fashion to leave a
roughness that distorts everything. It is actually easier to see the sawhorse form from
farther away, although the surface is never really clear.
The glass box and wheel sit on a structure made from 1" square tubular steel with a
perforated metal top. If the viewer sticks his head under it, you can clearly see the wheel.
A bit awkward for the viewer, but that's the way I like it.
"Inferno" is a woodpile of split spruce and pine stacked in a roughly triangular fashion.
Embedded in each piece of wood is a wooden match. These pieces also have a title or
actually two titles. They are "Little Infernos" or "Matchblocks". They are a kind of
consumable multiple, to be kept or burnt as desired. The size, of course, is variable.
Postmodernists would like to heal the Enlightenment mind by multiplying our woes
and distributing them along a continuum. This effort has had some successes, but
unfortunately, or habitually, or actually, we seem driven to binaries. And melancholic
suspense requires this mode. Without either/or, there may be diffusion but no
suspense.
Burnt and whole, black and white, opposites abound in this work, and much of it is
poignant, if not ironic. A pruned tree branch rests in its own ashes, or the ash of a
kin (Sink). Individual matches are recessed into individual pieces of split wood,
providing each with the means of its destruction and playing on the irony of a
wooden match being kin to what it will destroy (Inferno). Everything is fuel.
Everything has the means of its own destruction built in: the faulty gene, the fatal
flaw, Achilles' heel. Ignition, May seems to suggests, might come from without
(flammable), but is more likely to come from within (inflammable).
But at a certain stage, of course, materials or objects have to change. I need to act upon
them and something might be burnt or obscured or partially buried. That stage is not
distant, but active, pragmatic, straight-forward, even blunt. Otherwise, there would be no
sculpture.

Both Freud and Jung envied the artist. They imagined them achieving at least
momentary satisfaction by venting their neurosis without having doing the heavy
lifting of self-actualization through analysis. If artists are envied, it is because they
appear to get along in the world through play. They seem to play their way through
reality, creating a parallel world in which their needs are expressed, if not always met.
An artist like May, is not overwhelmed by melancholia because he can act, if only
symbolically. It is the inability to act that disables the melancholic. I think, and this
is mere speculation, that this work is made with the consciousness that action is
essential but absurd. That is, when you are playing so deeply in play that you are the
activity, there is no outside of play. The moment play is disturbed by not-play,
playing may proceed, but it is an as-if rather than is-a simile rather than a metaphor.
Consciousness (over-consciousness, to some) is the postmodern disease. It is a
condition that requires that no thought, feeling, gesture, etc., go untheorized. And
if one is not up to the task, surely there is some observer who is. Is a sense, May's
assemblages resist such penetrations. Their absurdity and opacity is a cloaking
device that enables a special game of revelation and concealment; an ability to have
presence, to signify, but to also maintain privacy-especially, to hold in reserve that
aspect of yourself that should be unconsidered even by yourself-a mystery that
makes one's self possible.
What separates May's work from traditional memento mori is that his
contemplations are always paired with humour. It is a combination that might be
called melancomic. Humour prevents the work from sliding from melancholic to
depression. Humour is disruptive; it does not allow the participant to identify
exclusively with, and be overwhelmed by, a dark mood. Like play, such a mood only
has a reality when you are in it completely.

the photographs
Right now, the titles are just descriptive and I have only begun to consider a name for the
series. As far as themes, there are several recurring references: fuel, once again, sometimes
potential, sometimes spent; animals or signs of animals, both alive and dead; and quirky
futility in general.
There are a couple of images that may be a bit out of sync with the rest; the documentation
of my installation with shoes at the Braziers Workshop is one of them. I convinced all the
artists involved to give me their footwear, and I placed them on the top of a glass ceiling
over the main staircase in the house. The glass was frosted or rippled which gave a ghostly
footprint. In some way it's an odd sort of group portrait, I suppose, but it also causes people
to pay some attention to places we rarely look, over our heads, and underfoot.
Even more than his sculptures, May's photographs are quiescent reflections on a
mood. They offer a purer sense of his scopic desire, his unconsuming gaze as he

tracks down the right objects and moment. Following his reluctance to disturb,
unless necessary, these images are not stage settings but discoveries. They are the
most minimal of gestures, records of observations rather than manipulations, a
glance rather than a capture.
The photographs are remarkable for the consistent absence of people. It's not just
that they are not there, but the sense that the scene has been vacated, as if-like the
snails-everyone fled at once. This eerie stillness makes the world available for
observation. An introvert's dream, everything is available without the nuisance of
other observers and interference.
The unobserved eye can discover the extraordinary in the mundane. May's pairing
of images lets us glimpse this meaning-making eye intimately. I don't think he is
out to say particular things, but is more about rendering an atmosphere, a mood,
the trace of a sensibility seized by valuing rather than evaluating. May is like a Wim
Wenders' angel recording the world's quotidian detail-fascinated, moved, but
reluctant to interfere.

Motivation?
Motives, what detectives are always looking for. Probably what artists are looking for
as well. It could be, once something exists, I can gain some understanding of why I
made it. Once in a while I imagine it might have to do with creating an object that
could captivate a viewer to the point that it might engender discussion. Do you think
it might be true that the real value in works of art is measured in the currency of talk?
Certainly seems that way in art school. Or perhaps it may be to make something that
hangs in your memory, in a particular way, for a really long time, as only a
few of the very best objects can.

David Garneau is a painter and writer teaching studio and theory at the University
of Regina.
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